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Abstract—Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks have become a critical threat to the Internet. Due to the increasing number of vulnerable Internet of Things (IoT) devices, attackers can easily compromise a large set of nodes and launch high-volume DDoS attacks from the botnets. State-of-the-art DDoS defenses, however, have not caught up with the fast development of the attacks. Middlebox-based defenses can achieve high performance with specialized hardware; however, these defenses incur a high cost, and deploying new defenses typically requires a device upgrade. On the other hand, software-based defenses are highly flexible, but software-based packet processing leads to high performance overheads. In this paper, we propose Poseidon, a system that addresses these limitations in today’s DDoS defenses. It leverages emerging programmable switches, which can be reconfigured in the field without additional hardware upgrade. Users of Poseidon can specify their defense strategies in a modular fashion in the form of a set of defense primitives; this can be further customized easily for each network and extended to include new defenses. Poseidon then maps the defense primitives to run on programmable switches—and when necessary, on server software—for effective defense. When attacks change, Poseidon can reconfigure the underlying defense primitives to respond to the new attack patterns. Evaluations using our prototype demonstrate that Poseidon can effectively defend against high-volume attacks, easily support customization of defense strategies, and adapt to dynamic attacks with low overheads.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks have been a longstanding threat. They have become even more so as an increasing number of vulnerable Internet of Things (IoT) devices are connected online. Over the past a few years, there has been a dramatic increase in the scale and diversity of DDoS attacks, many of which have frequently made the headlines [80], [59], [54], [66]. Recent surveys report 400,000 DDoS attacks every month [67], with peak volume reaching Tbps [5]. These attacks are also evolving quickly, leveraging new or mixed attack vectors [40], [62], [68], [20].

Today’s defenses against large-scale DDoS attacks, however, have not caught up. One of the most widely adopted DDoS defenses is using a traffic scrubbing center, where a range of defense mechanisms are deployed near the destinations to mitigate DDoS “as-a-service” [17]. However, most of the devices deployed in the traffic scrubbing centers are expensive and proprietary hardware appliances, i.e., middleboxes [50], [57], [14]. Although these middleboxes deliver high performance, they tend to be inflexible in terms of functionality, capacity, and placement locations. As a result, whenever a new attack vector emerges, its corresponding defense would require an upgrade of the middleboxes, which in turn requires rounds of negotiations between customers and vendors. In addition to this lack of agility, hardware upgrades also incur significant economic costs.

Recent trends in networking—Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV)—can mitigate some concerns above by employing software-based network programmability. For instance, Bohatei [22] leverages NFV to elastically scale the number of defense virtual machines (VMs) based on attack composition, and it adopts SDN to steer the suspicious traffic to proper VMs. It also designs several efficient resource management mechanisms for scalability, responsiveness, and attack resilience. Despite these benefits, server-based packet processing incurs additional latency overheads and defense costs. These problems are deeply rooted in the nature of software-based platforms, where packets are processed on general-purpose CPUs rather than specialized network hardware customized to sustain Tbps traffic.

An ideal DDoS traffic scrubbing service should have low operational and capital cost; and at the same time, it should have high performance in packet processing and enable agile deployment of new defenses. These requirements are becoming more and more urgent with the increasing number of IoT botnets [3], [83], new variants of DDoS attacks [63], [76], and the stringent latency demands in today’s network services [28], [92]. We observe that the emerging programmable switches [10] developed in the latest networking technology can provide an exciting opportunity to bridge this gap. First off, since programmable switches provide several orders of magnitude higher throughput than highly-optimized packet processing software [51], [35], a single switch could potentially replace hundreds of servers, significantly reducing per-capacity capital cost and operational expense. Moreover, such switches support stateful packet processing using domain-specific languages (e.g., P4 [9]), which can process packets with user-defined logic at terabit line rate in the switch pipeline. These potential benefits are particularly valuable for DDoS defense.
While programmable switches are a promising candidate for DDoS defense, there are three challenges that we must address. First, we desire a high-level abstraction that can capture a wide range of DDoS defense policies. However, different DDoS attacks exploit a variety of protocol- and system-vulnerabilities. The corresponding DDoS defenses also need to be rather heterogeneous in order to handle different types of attacks. Such requirements make it challenging to describe the defense policies uniformly. Second, although programmable switches provide several orders of magnitude higher throughput and lower latency than commodity servers, they only have restrictive computational models and limited on-chip resources; this makes it challenging to implement sophisticated DDoS defenses (e.g., puzzle for HTTP Flood), and we also need to work within the switch resource limitations. Third, DDoS attacks are dynamic in terms of attack types and composition. This raises another requirement that the defense should be adaptive to attack dynamics. It is challenging to achieve this with high efficiency (i.e., switch resource utilization) and strong correctness guarantees (i.e., without interrupting legitimate flows).

To address the challenges above, in this paper, we propose POSEIDON, a performant, cost-efficient and agile DDoS defense system with programmable switches. First, we provide a modular policy abstraction for expressing defense policies, which can capture a wide range of DDoS defenses concisely. Second, we partition the defense primitives to run on programmable switches—and when necessary, on commodity servers. This allows us to capture a wide range of DDoS defense policies. However, such requirements are defense cost and agility. Unfortunately, today’s defense systems are lacking in both regards.

First, DDoS defense should be cost-efficient. As DDoS attacks are challenging to eliminate without making fundamental changes to the Internet architecture, there will always be a “cat-and-mouse” game between attackers and victims. If one side could obtain more resources (attack traffic vs. defense devices) with lower cost, that side will win out. As a well-known fact in the operational security community, the costs for DDoS attackers and victims are determined by two separate markets, namely, botnet markets and defense markets [39]. As a result, it is important to increase the difficulty to obtain botnets and to reduce the costs to deploy defense countermeasures. Unfortunately, with the massive usage of vulnerable IoT devices and the emergence of various powerful botnets (e.g., Mirai [3], [13]), this balance is shifted towards attackers quickly and the Internet is stricken by storms of larger and larger DDoS attacks more and more frequently [63], [76], [83]. Although we can scale up the scrubbing capacity by adding more servers or proprietary middleboxes, doing so raises the capital cost and operational complexity, which is not symmetric to the rapid growth of attack traffic nowadays.

Second, DDoS defense should be agile in terms of new defense deployment and traffic scrubbing procedure. As discussed above, DDoS attacks are still evolving rapidly, and new attack vectors are emerging constantly [40], [62], [68], [20]. To address a new attack vector, hardware upgrades are necessary. However, proprietary middleboxes are extremely hard to upgrade, and even adding simple functionality such as modifying the statistic granularity is difficult to achieve without vendor support [57], [14]. Such inflexibility to deploy new defense mechanisms hinders our ability to quickly respond to new variants of DDoS attacks. To make matters worse, today’s vendors usually deploy all known defense countermeasures into middleboxes to cope with attack dynamics [57], [14], which results in substantial processing resource waste and further raises the capital cost. Since it is unlikely to see all attacks simultaneously, most of the hardware resources are left unused during DDoS defense. Server-based solutions provide high programmability to solve the problem above, but this comes with high latency, high jitter and poor isolation.

Finally, we discuss several practical issues (§IX), summarize related work (§X), and then conclude the paper (§XI).

II. Motivation and Observation

In this section, we further motivate the need for advanced DDoS defenses, and describe why the emergence of programmable switches is a promising enabler of new DDoS defense systems.

A. Challenges in DDoS defense

DDoS attacks have become a critical threat to the Internet services. To defend against DDoS attacks, one of the most deployed defenses is using a traffic scrubbing center, where a large cluster of commodity servers or proprietary middleboxes are organized to filter the malicious traffic. Two essential requirements are defense cost and agility. Unfortunately, today’s defense systems are lacking in both regards.

First, DDoS defense should be cost-efficient. As DDoS attacks are challenging to eliminate without making fundamental changes to the Internet architecture, there will always be a “cat-and-mouse” game between attackers and victims. If one side could obtain more resources (attack traffic vs. defense devices) with lower cost, that side will win out. As a well-known fact in the operational security community, the costs for DDoS attackers and victims are determined by two separate markets, namely, botnet markets and defense markets [39]. As a result, it is important to increase the difficulty to obtain botnets and to reduce the costs to deploy defense countermeasures. Unfortunately, with the massive usage of vulnerable IoT devices and the emergence of various powerful botnets (e.g., Mirai [3], [13]), this balance is shifted towards attackers quickly and the Internet is stricken by storms of larger and larger DDoS attacks more and more frequently [63], [76], [83]. Although we can scale up the scrubbing capacity by adding more servers or proprietary middleboxes, doing so raises the capital cost and operational complexity, which is not symmetric to the rapid growth of attack traffic nowadays.

Second, DDoS defense should be agile in terms of new defense deployment and traffic scrubbing procedure. As discussed above, DDoS attacks are still evolving rapidly, and new attack vectors are emerging constantly [40], [62], [68], [20]. To address a new attack vector, hardware upgrades are necessary. However, proprietary middleboxes are extremely hard to upgrade, and even adding simple functionality such as modifying the statistic granularity is difficult to achieve without vendor support [57], [14]. Such inflexibility to deploy new defense mechanisms hinders our ability to quickly respond to new variants of DDoS attacks. To make matters worse, today’s vendors usually deploy all known defense countermeasures into middleboxes to cope with attack dynamics [57], [14], which results in substantial processing resource waste and further raises the capital cost. Since it is unlikely to see all attacks simultaneously, most of the hardware resources are left unused during DDoS defense. Server-based solutions provide high programmability to solve the problem above, but this comes with high latency, high jitter and poor isolation.
in packet processing. Software processing adds a latency of 50\text{ms} to 1\text{ms} when handling as little as 100K packets per second [26], which is unacceptable for many latency-sensitive services [28], [92] common in today’s data centers. When software experiences a flash crowd, legitimate traffic served by the server also experiences increased delays, even unexpected packet drops [26], [51], which makes scrubbing procedure challenging even for latency-insensitive services.

B. Opportunities of Programmable Switches

Current trends in SDN have extended the network programmability to the data plane through programmable switching ASICs (Application-Specific Integrated Circuits) and domain-specific languages (e.g., P4 [9]). In programmable switching ASICs, there are multiple ingress and egress pipelines, each with multiple ingress and egress ports (Fig. 1(a)). Packets are processed sequentially by each stage in a pipeline (Fig. 1(b)). Each stage has its own dedicated resources, such as registers (for storage and stateful packet processing), match-action units (for data plane customization), and stateful ALUs (for computation). Match-action tables match certain packet fields or metadata and apply actions on the packet (Fig. 1(c)). Each table modifies packet fields and generates metadata through which tables can share information. Using programmable switching ASICs, programmers can customize data plane logics with domain-specific languages like P4. In a P4 program, developers customize packet headers, build packet processing graphs, and specify entries in match-action tables. The compiler provided by switch vendors can compile the programs into binaries and generate interactive APIs. The binaries specify data plane contexts and are loaded into switches, while the APIs are used by control plane applications to interact with the data plane.

The programmable switching ASICs and P4 language make it possible to implement custom terabit packet processing devices, as long as the defined logics can be fitted into the match-action model of switching ASICs. Given the performance and flexibility, we briefly highlight some new opportunities that programmable switches bring for DDoS defenses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Action Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>src_ip:10.0.1.0/24</td>
<td>set_next_hop()</td>
<td>epport=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>src_ip:192.0.0.0/8, tcp_flag:0x10</td>
<td>validate_cookie()</td>
<td>cookie_seed=531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td>drop()</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Capital cost for different defense hardware.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Equipment Cost</th>
<th>Power Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSFOCUS</td>
<td>48Gbps</td>
<td>$102,550</td>
<td>600Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADS</td>
<td>10Gbps</td>
<td>$2,136/Gbps</td>
<td>(12.5Watts/Gbps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodity</td>
<td>40Gbps</td>
<td>$4,400</td>
<td>600Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server</td>
<td>10Gbps</td>
<td>$110Gbps</td>
<td>(15Watts/Gbps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable</td>
<td>3.3Tbps</td>
<td>$10,500</td>
<td>450Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>3.3Tbps</td>
<td>($3Gbps)</td>
<td>(0.1Watts/Gbps)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lower unit capital cost. The cost benefit when introducing programmable switches into DDoS defense framework includes two parts: equipment cost (in dollars) and power consumption (in Watts). As shown in TABLE I, according to our investigation, a typical 48Gbps DDoS defense middlebox costs about $102,550 and uses 600 Watts [57], a common server equipped with a 40Gbps NIC costs about $4,400 in 2018 and uses 600 Watts under full load, and a 3.3Tbps Barefoot Tofino switch costs about $10,500 and has a power consumption of around 450 Watts [74]. From this table, we can see that compared with the other two hardware devices, packet processing with programmable switches saves dollars by tens of to hundreds of times, which shows their potentials to reduce the cost for attack traffic scrubbing.

Flexibility to support future attacks. As newer and larger DDoS attacks emerge, enterprises today have to frequently purchase more capable hardware appliances and integrate them into the defense infrastructure. Proprietary middleboxes cannot easily support new attacks because of their limited programmability. Software-based defenses (e.g., Bohatei) are much more programmable, but they can only handle lower-speed traffic. In contrast, a single programmable switch could replace the deployment of numerous servers, and it can be programmed with, domain-specific languages like P4 to enable new defenses. These features provide higher performance and flexibility to defend against advanced DDoS attacks.

High packet processing performance. Switching ASICs are specifically designed and optimized for packet processing at line rate. They can achieve several orders of magnitude higher throughput and lower latency compared with highly-optimized software solutions [34]. Also, switching ASICs can provide strong performance isolation [51], which is essential for avoiding increased delays or packet drops for legitimate traffic during DDoS attacks. Other alternatives, such as Smart Network Interface Cards (NICs), Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) and Network Processing Units (NPUs) cannot match the performance of switching ASICs [34], [35], [78]. Such performance characteristics make switching ASICs a desirable platform for high-throughput and low-latency DDoS defenses, as the resulting defenses are a good match for the requirements of latency-sensitive services in today’s data centers.

III. System Overview

In this section, we describe our defense scenario, workflow, and design challenges in more detail.

A. Problem Scope

Deployment Scenario: Our scenario focuses on the DDoS defense in traffic scrubbing centers, where an ISP or cloud net-
work provides DDoS defenses “as-a-service” for its customers, or builds its own traffic scrubbing center to mitigate DDoS attacks. As real-world examples, today’s ISPs have already started to provide such value-added commercial services (e.g., AT&T [11]) to customers, and numerous cloud networks also have such scrubbing centers (e.g., Google, Alibaba, and Tencent [15], [16]). Of course, a customer network could also build a scrubbing center of its own. If desired, the ISP or cloud network could also allow its customers to deploy POSEIDON DDoS defense policies for their own traffic (e.g., the customer would monitor and scrub potential attack traffic to itself [61]). The scenario we focus on is complementary to CDN-based DDoS defenses, where users can offload their content to CDNs (Content Delivery Networks), and it can indeed co-exist with other defenses. For instances, before the attack traffic arrives at CDNs, it may be filtered out by some scrubbing center that sits in front of them.

**Threat Model:** We focus on volumetric DDoS attacks against victim destinations. We assume that attackers have a fixed budget to buy or rent a large number of bots in a botnet (e.g., a collection of compromised IoT devices), and aim to exhaust the bandwidth or computation resources of the victims [77], [79]. Attackers can choose a composition from a set of candidate DDoS attacks (e.g., Smurf attacks, SYN flood attacks, ICMP/UDP flood attacks, Elephant flow attacks, DNS reflection attacks, NTP amplification attacks, HTTP flood attacks, Slowloris attacks, and etc.) and launch multiple DDoS attacks simultaneously. During the attack, attackers can change the types and the mix of attacks dynamically.

**B. POSEIDON Workflow and Challenges**

We illustrate the general workflow of a classic DDoS defense, i.e., attack detection, traffic steering, policy declaration, and attack mitigation. First, the ISP or cloud network uses some in-band or out-of-band anomaly detection techniques to determine whether a customer is under attacks [7], [52]. The detection algorithms are out-of-scope for this paper. We assume that the detection procedure will produce some coarse-grained characterizations of the suspicious traffic, i.e., the attack types, the estimated volume of each type of suspicious traffic, and the suspicious IP prefixes. Alternatively, such information could also be obtained from the victim customers. Note that this is a common practice for many ISPs today [22]. In our scenarios, the estimation for attack traffic does not need to be very precise, and it is only used to help steer the suspicious traffic, to use the right defense policies, and to allocate the switch resources. The monitor primitives in the POSEIDON system will further obtain more fine-grained detection results for concrete attack responses. Second, the suspicious traffic is steered to the traffic scrubbing center, and operators specify the needed POSEIDON policies containing the estimated information to mitigate the attack. Third, POSEIDON orchestrates and manages the resources of the scrubbing center, including programmable switches and commodity servers, to coordinate them together for attack mitigation.

**Fig. 2 shows this workflow. POSEIDON takes the DDoS defense policies as input, and maps the policies to the available pool of resources (i.e., switches and servers). Users of POSEIDON do not need to understand the details of the underlying resources; instead, they only need to focus on choosing the set of primitives for attack mitigation. In order to achieve this goal, POSEIDON needs to address the following three challenges.**

**Simple, modular policy representation (§IV):** Of course, one could always directly write the defense programs in P4 or C/C++, but this would be rather low-level and error-prone [4], [72]. As a result, we desire a simple and modular way to specify the defense policies. However, different DDoS attacks target different protocol- and system-vulnerabilities, so the defenses should necessarily differ in their working mechanisms. For example, a SYN flooding attack exploits the TCP three-way handshake to consume resources on the targeted server and render it unresponsive, a DNS reflection attack exploits vulnerabilities in DNS servers to turn initially small queries into much larger payloads to overwhelm victims, and some new IoT-based DDoS attacks exploit the vulnerabilities of IoT protocols to conduct attacks [64]. The heterogeneity in DDoS attacks requires heterogeneous DDoS defense mechanisms, which make it challenging to design a simple and modular representation to capture the defense policies.

**Optimized, efficient defense orchestration (§V):** Although programmable switches could achieve several orders of magnitude higher throughput and lower latency than commodity servers, they only have limited on-chip resources and restrictive computational models [10], [72], [74], [75], [44]. Therefore, it is necessary for us to utilize the resources on the switching ASICs as efficiently as possible. Moreover, some defenses may even go beyond the computational model of the switching ASICs, which is impossible to be fully implemented on the switches. The aforementioned points make it challenging to fully explore the potential of switching ASICs to mitigate multi-vector DDoS attacks.

**Handling dynamic attacks at runtime (§VI):** Advanced DDoS attacks are usually dynamic, where attackers change its attack composition and the volume of each attack type over time. This requires that POSEIDON should be adaptive to the attack dynamics, i.e., POSEIDON should change the deployed defenses based on the attacks. However, some DDoS defense mechanisms (e.g., SYN proxy) are stateful, and naïvely recompiling the P4 programs for deployment would lead to state loss and flow interruption. A strawman solution is to update the defenses when all flow states are no longer needed. However, since some flows could be long-lived, it may be difficult to identify a single point in time for this update. During this unbound period, the precious resources on programmable switches cannot be used to scrub the attack traffic, which is a waste of precious and high-density defense resources. Achiev-
Expressions

\[ E ::= v \mid h \mid M(\vec{v}) \mid E \circ E \]

Predicates

\[ P ::= E \circ E \mid P \& P \mid P | P | \neg P \]

Monitors

\[ M ::= \text{count}(P, h, \text{every}) \mid \text{aggr}(P, h, \text{every}) \]

Actions

\[ A ::= \text{drop} \mid \text{pass} \mid \text{log} \mid \text{rlimit} \mid \text{sproxy} \mid \text{puzzle} \]

Policies

\[ C ::= A \mid \text{if } P : C \text{ else } : C \mid (C|C) \]

Fig. 3: The syntax for expressing POSEIDON defense policies. \( \circ \) describes calculative operators and \( \circ \) describes logical operators.

Expressing Defense Policies

POSEIDON presents a high-level interface to programmers for developing DDoS defense policies. Instead of exposing low-level interfaces in P4 or C/C++, POSEIDON modularizes a set of defense primitives that can be shared across and composed by different policies. Users can also extend this set of primitives easily.

A. The POSEIDON Policy Language

At first glance, DDoS attacks may seem very different in nature, as they exploit different attack vectors and require different defense strategies. However, we observe that there are key components common to many volumetric attacks—detecting an attack typically requires a set of tests on packet headers or statistics, and responding to a detected attack eventually boils down to specific actions taken on network packets. Therefore, it should be feasible to capture these common components in a high-level abstraction.

In particular, we believe that the Frenetic (NetCore) family of SDN programming languages [53], [2], [4] provides a good starting point due to their high modularity [53]. A policy in these languages consists of a series of match/action statements over a selected set of packet headers. Since these languages are primarily targeted at specifying packet forwarding behaviors, we introduce several customizations for DDoS defense based on a prototype language named NetCore [53]. A summary of POSEIDON’s syntax is shown in Fig. 3.

Similar as NetCore, expressions could be formed over value (v), header fields (h) or monitor instances (M(\vec{v})). Multiple expressions can also be composed with different calculative operators together (E \circ E), predicates are constructed over expressions with diverse logical operators (E \circ E), which are used by policies to perform tests and decide on actions. There are also differences from NetCore, however. We allow the definition of attack detection logic using monitors, which collect aggregate statistics over certain header fields and use them as indicators of specific attacks. The defense actions also go beyond forwarding packets to switch ports—they might, for instance, record needed states across packets (e.g., for SYN flooding defense), invoke more sophisticated actions supported in software (e.g., client puzzles), or combine multiple actions together for mixed-vector attacks. In the following discussion, we mainly illustrate several distinct primitives from NetCore.

First, the detection of DDoS attacks typically relies on traffic statistics instead of per-packet information. Thus, we introduce our monitor abstractions. Intuitively, a monitor primitive should aggregate some certain packets during a period into a block of memory, with a certain statistic granularity. The statistic granularity is a set of header fields that collectively defines the granularity for monitoring. For instance, some attacks may be detected using statistics over source IP addresses (e.g., UDP flood), whereas others may need a finer granularity (e.g., detecting elephant flows). We provide two monitor elements here, count and aggr. As its name indicates, \text{count}(P, h, \text{every}) selects the packets that satisfy the predicate \( P \), and counts the number of the packets with granularity \( h \) every second. For example, \text{count}(\text{pkt}.\text{tcp}.flag == \text{SYN}, [\text{ip}.\text{src}], 5)\) denotes counting all the TCP SYN packets for each source IP address every 5 seconds. As another example, \text{count}(\text{pkt}.\text{udp}.dport == 53, [\text{ip}.\text{src}], 3600)\) would monitor the source addresses that have sent DNS requests. The period every is set as one hour so that the DNS replies that reply too late is regarded as invalid. Different from count, which focuses on the number of elements, \text{aggr}(P, h, \text{every}) increments the counter with packet sizes. It can be used as a powerful primitive to collect statistics over the number of bytes for certain packets. For instance, \text{aggr}(\text{True}, [\text{ip}.\text{src}], 5)\) would count the size of all the packets for each source IP address every 5 seconds.

Second, primitive actions are central building blocks for DDoS response: an action receives a set of packets and conducts the corresponding processing for these packets. We observe that although DDoS defenses are heterogeneous for different attacks, the defense actions have many similarities, and there is only a limited set of basic building blocks. Once a malicious action is detected, some defense mechanisms simply drop the packets with a specific predicate (drop). While for benign identifies (e.g., source IP address), most defense mechanisms let their packets pass (pass). Rate limiter (rlimit) rate-limits the packets that satisfy certain conditions. And for most TCP-related DDoS attacks, SYN proxy (sproxy) is a powerful defense element, and puzzle is effective for HTTP-based flood attacks. Meanwhile, for many attacks, operators may have the need to log certain packets for forensic use, so we also introduce a log primitive. Importantly, the set of building blocks presented here is not meant to be an exhaustive list—programmers can easily add new ones to the library of defense primitives using our policy language (more discussion in §IX).

Finally, for policy declaration, POSEIDON is very similar to NetCore/NetKAT family of languages, which allows branches (if . . . else . . .) and policy composition (|). Users can include conditional branches that invoke different defense primitives based on certain conditions. They can also compose multiple policies together using the composition operator |. We will illustrate these primitives with concrete examples in the next subsection.

B. Policies by Examples

Now, we describe DDoS defense policies for six typical DDoS attacks, where the first two are adapted from
Fig. 4: SYN flood defense.

```
syn_count = count(pkt.tcp.flag == SYN, [ip.src], 5)
ack_count = count(pkt.tcp.flag == ACK, [ip.src], 5)
if syn_count([pkt.ip.src]) - ack_count([pkt.ip.src]) > T:
  pass
else if syn_count([pkt.ip.src]) == ack_count([pkt.ip.src]):
  drop
else:
  sproxy
```

Fig. 5: DNS amplification defense.

```
dns_query = count(pkt.tcp.dport == 53, [ip.src], 3600)
if pkt.tcp.sport == 53:
  if dns_query([pkt.ip.dst]) > 0:
    pass
  else:
    drop
```

SYN flood attack. As shown in Fig. 4, we first track the number of open TCP sessions for each source IP every 5 seconds, which is implemented by counting SYNs and ACKs with the count primitive (first 2 lines). Based on the statistics of the previous period, if a source IP has much more SYNs than ACKs, we mark its future packets as attacks and drop them (line 4, line 5). If a source IP has no asymmetry between SYNs and ACKs, we mark it as benign and let its packets pass (line 6, line 7). Otherwise, we mark this as a gray area and send packets from these source IPs to a sproxy defense module (line 8 and line 9).

DNS amplification. In DNS amplification attacks, attackers use numerous spoofed protected servers’ IPs to request many DNS queries that result in a large number of answers to overwhelm the protected servers’ bandwidth. To defend against this kind of attacks, as shown in Fig. 5, we first track all the protected servers’ DNS queries (line 1). Only the incoming DNS replies which have been queried by protected servers within an hour are allowed to enter the network (lines 3–7).

HTTP flood attack. In HTTP floods, each attacker generates a large number of legitimate HTTP requests and sends them to victim servers, which can easily overload the web servers and make the service unavailable. To mitigate this kind of attack, as illustrated in Fig. 6, a simple approach is to track the number of HTTP requests for each source IP (line 1). If the number of client sessions exceeds a threshold (T) during the previous period, adopt the puzzle mechanism for this source IP (lines 3–4). Otherwise, forward the packets from this source IP as normal (lines 5–6). Note that the puzzle defense cannot be implemented within the programmable switch. Rather, the switch redirects the flow to an HTTP server that implements the defense (e.g., a CAPTCHA). We discuss puzzle defense further in §V-A.

Fig. 6: HTTP flood defense.

```
http_get_counter = count(pkt.http == GET, [ip.src], 5)
if http_get_counter([pkt.ip.src]) >= T:
  puzzle
else:
  pass
```

From these examples and programs, we can see that POSEIDON policy language is easy to understand and expressive enough to convey operators’ defense intents.

V. ORCHESTRATING THE DEFENSE

POSEIDON has a resource orchestration component that analyzes each primitive in a given policy, and partitions the needed functions across the switches and the servers for effective defense. At a high level, POSEIDON first constructs a directed graph of defense primitives, and computes an optimal placement of the graph by solving several sets of constraints.

A. Analysis of Defense Primitives

As described before, POSEIDON has three classes of defense primitives: a) monitors collect statistics over the network traffic (e.g., lines 1–2 in Fig. 4), b) actions specify the defense decisions taken on a particular kind of packets (e.g., lines 5, 7, and 9 in Fig. 4), and c) branches express the control flow of the defense (e.g., lines 4, 6, and 8 in Fig. 4). Before delving into the details about primitive placement, we describe how POSEIDON supports each kind of primitives, and how much resource each primitive requires on the switch and/or server. TABLE II contains a summary.

Monitors. The detection of DDoS attacks relies on collecting traffic statistics over packet headers. The monitors in POSEIDON can be fully implemented in the switches for these purposes. Under the hood, POSEIDON implements the monitors using sketches [88], which are resource-efficient data structures that can approximate the needed statistics with well-known error bounds. Instead of storing precise per-flow information, a sketch uses hash functions to compute several indexes of a flow ID, and then accesses the corresponding values in register arrays. All these operations can be performed at line rate. A sketch requires two match-action tables, one for hashing a key (e.g., a flow ID) to compute the indexes to the register arrays, and another for updating the values in the arrays using stateful ALUs. Since the index is computed by hashing the packet header fields, it is unavoidable that different packet headers may be mapped to the same index, resulting in collisions. Nevertheless, it has been shown that the resulting error bound is small enough to be practical for DDoS defense [27, 43].

Specifically, our count(P, h, every) and aggr(P, h, every) primitives are implemented using a) count-min sketches [18] as the primary data structure, and b) a match-action table to select packets based on the given predicate P. To maintain timing-related information for count and aggr, similar as NetHCF [6], we use two register arrays in the switch SRAM. One array C records information about the current time period, and another P stores information about the most recent period in the past. When packets come in, the first array is updated to collect the statistics; at the end of a period, we copy the content of C to P using the switch control plane.
TABLE II: Implementation details and resource utilization of POSEIDON primitives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primitives</th>
<th>Switch Component</th>
<th>Switch Resource Usage</th>
<th>Server Component</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>count((P, h, every))</td>
<td>match-action entry + count-min sketch</td>
<td>stages: 2, hash functions: (\lceil \log_{2\delta} \frac{1}{\epsilon} \rceil), stateful ALUs: 6, SRAM: for the (\phi) biggest elements in a set, in order to achieve a relative error bound of (\epsilon) with probability (\delta), use (64 \frac{\log(1/\delta)}{\epsilon^n})</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aggr((P, h, every))</td>
<td>match-action entry + count-min sketch</td>
<td>stages: 2, hash functions: (\lceil \log_{2\delta} \frac{1}{\epsilon} \rceil), stateful ALUs: 6, SRAM: for the (\phi) biggest elements in a set, in order to achieve a relative error bound of (\epsilon) with probability (\delta), use (64 \frac{\log(1/\delta)}{\epsilon^n})</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drop</td>
<td>flow entry</td>
<td>stages: 1, hash functions: 0, stateful ALUs: 0, SRAM: negligible</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pass</td>
<td>flow entry</td>
<td>stages: 1, hash functions: 0, stateful ALUs: 0, SRAM: negligible</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rlimit</td>
<td>meter + flow entry</td>
<td>stages: 3, hash functions: 1, stateful ALUs: 0, SRAM: in order to achieve a false positive rate of (\epsilon), usage = (\frac{m(1/\epsilon - 1)}{\ln(1/\epsilon)})</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sproxy</td>
<td>handshake proxy + session relay</td>
<td>stages: 3, hash functions: 2, stateful ALUs: 4, SRAM: in order to achieve a false positive rate of (\epsilon), usage = (\frac{m(1/\epsilon - 1)}{\ln(1/\epsilon)})</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puzzle</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CAPTCHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log</td>
<td>selecting, grouping</td>
<td>stages: 3, hash functions: 2, stateful ALUs: 2, SRAM: in order to achieve a false positive rate of (\epsilon), usage = (\frac{m(1/\epsilon - 1)}{\ln(1/\epsilon)})</td>
<td>aggregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branches</td>
<td>if ... else ...</td>
<td>tag-based match action</td>
<td>stages: 1, hash functions: 0, stateful ALUs: 0, SRAM: negligible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Actions.** POSEIDON has a set of defense primitives that take actions on network traffic based on the statistical results. POSEIDON’s framework is general enough to capture a range of defense actions, including a) the class of defenses that can be supported entirely in the switch (“switch only”), b) the class of defenses that require some level of server involvement (“switch assisted”), and c) the class of defenses that needs to run entirely on the servers (“server only”). Defenses in switch-only class can fit into the programming model of the switching ASIC. The current version of POSEIDON supports drop, pass — which can be mapped to the corresponding match-action table entries easily, as well as rlimit and sproxy — which are more complex and require more resources in the switch pipeline; this set can be easily extended to include more defenses.

Switch-assisted defenses need to be carefully partitioned into two separate components: a switch component that is offloaded to hardware, and a server component that runs in software. POSEIDON aims to carve out as much as logic possible for hardware offloading, since this would translate to higher performance. For instance, consider the log primitive with three steps. It first selects the kind of traffic to be logged, then groups the packets of interest based on certain keys (e.g., flow IDs), and finally aggregates the results for logging.

**Policy declaration.** First, DDoS defense usually takes different actions for different types of traffic, and this can be supported using branches to specify the control flow. An if ... else ... branch could be implemented as a tag-based match-action table, which classifies incoming packets that match different predicates using different tags. For example, in Fig. 4, we generate different tags for packets that satisfy different predicates, e.g., tags 1, 2, and 3 for the predicates in lines 4, 6, and 8, respectively. Each branch is then mapped into a tag-based match-action entry, and the following code block would identify the packets based on their tags. Second, composition operator | are very useful when operators want to compose multiple policies, which allows operators to apply different policies to different packet group together. Currently, if two policies have different actions for the same packet, we simply adopt the stricter one. For example, if policy 1 would like to drop the incoming packet while policy 2 lets it pass, we will drop it finally.

**Flow affinity.** In addition, some defenses need to be stateful and have bidirectional semantics. For example, sproxy requires that the inbound and outbound traffic of the same flow are always steered to the same instance; similarly, DNS requests and responses should also be processed by the same instance. To achieve this, we design our hash function as \(\text{hash}_1(\text{pkt.src}) + \text{hash}_2(\text{pkt.dst})\), in which way exchanging source and destination fields does not affect the final hash value.

**B. Placing Defense Primitives**

Next, we describe the algorithm that POSEIDON uses to place the various defense primitives to the network.

Similar as [36], [72], POSEIDON extracts a graph structure from the defense policy, where the nodes are the defense primitives and the edges represent the traffic flow. Note, however, each defense primitive has self-contained state, and for modularity, it does not expose internal states to other
primitives explicitly. Therefore, POSEIDON uses a topological sort to transform the graph into an ordered list of primitives. For instance, as shown in Fig. 7, the graph for syn flood defense could be transformed into a list of nodes \((1)\)\((2)\)\((3)\)\((4)\)\((5)\).

When there are multiple defenses that need to be deployed in conjunction, POSEIDON would obtain a list of primitives for each. It then computes the resource usage of the primitives based on the analysis in §V-A, and uses the information for placement.

POSEIDON then places the lists of nodes into the network, including programmable switches and commodity servers. Since programmable switches can achieve orders of magnitude higher performance, our goal for our placement is to maximize the amount of processing offloaded to the switches. Of course, the resource limitations of the switches pose constraints to our problem, most prominently in terms of the number of stages in a switch, and the amount of SRAM (for registers) and stateful ALUs per stage. Our placement algorithm takes these constraints into account while optimizing for maximal offloading.

To reduce the switch-server traffic transfer, the placement algorithm partitions each list once and only once—the first part is offloaded to the switch and the second to the servers. To mitigate the resource limitations of a single switch, POSEIDON can also leverage resources from multiple switches for processing. Concretely, several switches can be organized together sequentially, which can provide more processing stages and memory resources as traffic flows through. This effectively abstracts a path that consists of multiple switches into a much larger switch—for instance, the number of usable stages has increased to \(S = \sum_{\text{switch}} \text{Num\_stage}\). As future work, we are also planning to support parallelism across multiple paths. The sequential and parallel placement can also be used together to achieve even higher performance. POSEIDON then formulates the placement problem as an Integer Linear Program (ILP).

**Input.** Assume that POSEIDON needs to place \(P\) defense programs, and that each program has \(N_p\) nodes. We further assume that the estimated volume of each type of attacks is available to POSEIDON with a certain expected error probability. Using the above information, we can compute the switch resource requirements. We use the following notations for the various types of resources: for the \(n\)-th node of program \(p\), it uses a stage count of \(STAGE_{p,n}\), SRAM in the \(t\)-th stage \(SRAM_{p,n,t}\), and the stateful ALUs in the \(t\)-th stage \(ACTION_{p,n,t}\). Furthermore, the amount of traffic after passing through this node is \(T_{p,n}\). Every node in the processing would reduce the traffic volume, so that the amount of traffic received by the servers would be minimized.

**Output.** We define \(X_{j,p,n}^2 = 1\) if and only if the \(n\)-th node of the \(p\)-th program starts at the \(j\)-th stage of the “abstracted” switch (i.e., a path of switches), otherwise \(X_{j,p,n}^2 = 0\). So for each program \(P\), the last node on the switch would be \(LastN_p = \sum_j \sum_n X_{j,p,n}^2\). As a result, our objective can be written as

\[
\max \sum_{p} \sum_{n=1}^{LastN_p} T_{p,n}\]

**Constraints.** There are several types of constraints that we need to consider.

**Register memory per stage.** For each stage, the amount of SRAM allocated for packet processing cannot exceed \(SRAM\). Thus we have

\[
\forall j, t, \sum_p \sum_{N_p} SRAM_{p,n,t} \cdot X_{j,p,n}^1 \leq SRAM
\]

**Number of stateful ALUs per stage.** Similarly, for each stage, the total number of stateful ALUs allocated for packet processing cannot exceed \(ACTION\). Thus we have

\[
\forall j, t, \sum_p \sum_{N_p} ACTION_{p,n,t} \cdot X_{j,p,n}^1 \leq ACTION
\]

**Number of stages.** The total number of stages for all defense programs cannot exceed the upper limit of stage count \(S\). Here, we use \(Z_{p,n}\) to denote the start stage of node \(n\) for program \(p\). \(Z_{p,n}\) and \(X_{j,p,n}^1\) are related; if \(X_{j,p,n}^1 = 1\), then \(Z_{p,n} = j\). Then we have

\[
\forall p, n, Z_{p,n} + STAGE_{p,n} \leq S
\]

**Node ordering.** The placement should respect the ordering of the nodes, i.e., for each program \(P\), if the node \(n1\) precedes node \(n2\), then the start stage of node \(n1\) should appear earlier than the start stage of node \(n2\) subtracting \(STAGE_{p,n1}\). Then we have

\[
\forall p, if n1 < n2, Z_{p,n1} + STAGE_{p,n1} < Z_{p,n2}
\]

Using the above constraints, we can solve the 0-1 Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem and obtain the optimal placement using existing optimization toolboxes [31]. The result would specify which primitives should be placed in the switch, as well as the amount of allocated resources to each primitive.

**VI. Handling Dynamic Attacks**

Next, we discuss how POSEIDON handles dynamic attacks at runtime. To ensure defense correctness, we need to replicate state in the programmable switches and use server memory as a temporary store. When a switch is being reconfigured with a new P4 program, traffic is steered to the relevant servers that contain defense state for processing. To achieve this, POSEIDON uses a central controller to coordinate the switches and the servers (see Fig. 9). During a policy update, the controller generates a new defense strategy, i.e., deploying a new P4 program to the switches and a new configuration for the servers. The new P4 program would be loaded to the switches directly, replacing the previous defense strategy.
During this update, flows are sent to the relevant servers for processing. The servers always implement logic for all types of defenses, but the switch-only defenses are never activated unless in this transition state. In order to replicate state at runtime, there are several issues that need to be solved for efficient and consistent replication.

**States requiring replication.** An intuitive approach is to identify all states using program analysis techniques [41], [45] (e.g., the registers in P4), and replicate these states to servers when they are modified. However, on one hand, some states can be automatically recovered after the traffic is steered to the servers, which means replicating these states is not necessary. On the other hand, some states are no longer useful when an attack finishes, such as monitor statistics, so they do not need to be replicated. Our principle here is to identify the states which will still take effect for legitimate traffic even when attacks finish, with the goal of ensuring correctness for legitimate flows. In the current version of our primitives, sproxy is a good example. It maintains the difference between sequence numbers for the synproxy-source connection (generated as SYN cookies by the synproxy) and the destination-synproxy connection (chosen by the destination when a connection is established by the synproxy on behalf of a verified source). This state is needed for sequence number translation for each packet after the connection is established. Therefore, it must be replicated to the servers for flows from legitimate hosts.

**Approach to replication.** The networking community has developed several approaches [29], [41], [84] to migrating state across virtual machines, which we can leverage for our problem. However, these approaches are not directly applicable. First, packet processing at switches is at line rate, and its performance is several orders of magnitude higher than that of commodity servers / virtual machines. As a result, we cannot apply a one-time cost operation (e.g., move states from switches to servers via expert/import APIs when scaling) when we want to recompile the switch with new P4 programs, since it is almost impossible to infer all the exact state locations immediately. Moreover, different from the scenario where the source and destination for state migration have similar processing power, state on the switches comes in much higher volume. Simply replicating the states from the switch to the server would easily overwhelm the server.

To address these problems, our first step is to amortize the traffic overhead across a period: when state is created or modified in switches, we replicate it to the servers. Some states may be out-of-date in the switch if a flow is terminated. This signal is also transferred to the servers so that the relevant states can be removed. We provide a unified interface between the switch and server to keep the states consistent and up-to-date, using a state replication protocol as shown in Fig. 8. OP stands for operator, which can be a Put (state creation or update), Delete (state deletion), or other types of state synchronization operations. SEQ is used as a sequence number for reliable transmissions. KEY records the packet headers to index the state, and VALUE records the value of the state. For example, in a typical sproxy, the KEY should be the five-tuples and the VALUE should be the sequence number difference.

Second, to avoid overwhelming the servers, we spread the traffic from a switch across a set of servers. During runtime, the state replication traffic is distributed across these servers, which is achieved by embedding the server’s IP address into the IP field of the state replication packets. The mapping between the destination server’s IP address and the KEY is stored in our controller. When the reloading starts, the controller updates the upstream routing table with this mapping to guarantee the corresponding traffic is steered to the correct server instances. Note that there is a small time gap (hundreds of milliseconds) for the P4 program to be successfully loaded. During this time period, the suspicious traffic is steered to the server clusters for traffic scrubbing, and these servers also constantly report the established legitimate flow information to the controller. After the new P4 program takes effect, the controller updates the routing tables again to steer the traffic to the switches.

**Summary.** To summarize, the runtime state replication follows the following steps: (1) When operators specify a policy, POSEIDON identifies the states that need replication. (2) At runtime, if states are created/updated/deleted, POSEIDON generates state replication packets and steers such traffic across a set of servers. It also records the mapping between the server’s IP address and the KEY in the controller. (3) When operators changes the defense policy to handle new attacks, POSEIDON updates the upstream routing according to the mapping, so as to ensure that the legitimate traffic is steered to the correct servers. It also recompiles and reloads the new P4 programs. Note that the entire procedure runs automatically when the POSEIDON system starts, and operators only need make changes to the high-level policies when there are dynamic attacks.

**VII. IMPLEMENTATION**

We have developed a prototype implementation of POSEIDON, including all the primitives in §IV, a policy enforcement...
engine in §V, and the switch/server interface and the state replication mechanisms in §VI, as shown in Fig. 9. The primitives that can be offloaded to switches in POSEIDON are implemented in P4 on Barefoot Tofino [56] switches, using ∼1800 lines of code. The corresponding parts that run on servers are implemented in DPDK [19], with ∼3600 lines of code in C/C++. For the primitives that cannot be offloaded into switches (e.g., puzzle), we reuse the state-of-the-art defenses adapted from open source systems, such as CAPTCHAs.

The policy enforcement engine is implemented in Python with ∼600 lines of code. To translate a POSEIDON policy into a P4 program, the engine first partitions the POSEIDON policy into the stateful monitors (e.g., count, aggr) and the packet processing logic. Then these two components are translated into different P4 program segments (e.g., registers, match-action tables, control flow) separately. Finally, the two program segments are spliced into a complete P4 program. The library of defense primitives (e.g., sproxy, rlimit, pass) can be directly accessed by the policy enforcement engine when translating the code. To support future extensions, we have also implemented a script that can transform new defense actions into the format of the library of POSEIDON actions. New actions can therefore be added easily. The script also avoids name conflicts by adding a prefix to variable names in the original action code.

The switch/server interface is implemented in P4 for the switch component and in C/C++ (using DPDK) for the server component. On the switch side, we have a P4 analyzer module and a P4 modifier module, with ∼400 lines of Python code. The P4 analyzer module first extracts the states that need to be replicated, then the P4 modifier module augments the original P4 program to support state replication. On the server side, we implement a state parser module and a state replication module in a separated thread using DPDK in ∼500 lines of code. The state parser module first parses the keys and values from the packets, then the state replication module updates the corresponding states in the servers.

VIII. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate POSEIDON with respect to the following key questions:

- How expressive is the POSEIDON language in supporting different defense policies (§VIII-B)?
- How efficient is the POSEIDON policy placement mechanism in terms of resource utilization (§VIII-C)?
- How effective is the POSEIDON runtime management mechanism for adapting to dynamic attacks (§VIII-D)?
- How well can POSEIDON mitigate attacks, in terms of defense effectiveness, performance and cost (§VIII-E)?

A. Experimental Setup

We use a combination of a real-world testbed and trace-driven evaluations to demonstrate the aforementioned advantages. Our testbed has 10 Dell R730 servers, a Barefoot Tofino switch (33 x 100 GbE) and an H3C switch. Each server is equipped with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2600 v4 CPUs (2.4 GHz, 2 NUMAs, each with 6 physical cores and 12 logic cores), 15360K L3 cache, 64G RAM and two Intel XL710 40GbE NICs. Fig. 9 shows the setup of the eight servers, the Tofino switch, and the H3C switch, which compromise the defense infrastructure; in addition, one server acts as the controller that translates defense policies for deployment; and another server hosts the traffic generator, which can generate normal workloads and different types of attack traffic.

The normal workload traffic is collected from an online trace dataset [60] and an enterprise, including three types of traffic traces to cover different scenarios, as shown in TABLE III. These traces have different flow length and packet sizes. We also use two public real-world attack traces, a SYN flood attack trace [81] and a UDP flood attack trace [23]. For the other four types of attack traffic, i.e., DNS amplification, HTTP flood, Slowloris and Elephant flow, we use a specialized DDoS traffic generating tool, UFONet [21], to generate the corresponding attack traffic traces. In our experiments, we replay these traces with DPDK Pktgen to generate high-volume workload traffic and attack traffic. On our testbed, we can ramp up the attack volume up to 40 Gbps. For larger attacks, we use simulations.

B. Policy Expressiveness

To demonstrate the expressiveness of the POSEIDON primitives, we have summarized state-of-the-art DDoS attacks and their defense mechanisms, and presented the results in TABLE IV. We further categorize them by different protocols. For each protocol, there are a variety of DDoS attacks, each targeting some specific vulnerabilities. Next, we present a typical defense solution using POSEIDON primitives for each DDoS attack.

ICMP Protocol. ICMP-based DDoS attacks include ICMP flood attacks and Smurf attacks. To defend against ICMP flood attacks, we can first use the count primitive to identify suspicious IPs that send too many ICMP echo-request packets, and then use the rlimit primitive to rate-limit the packets from these IPs. For other IPs, we can simply let their packets pass. For Smurf attacks, we can use the count primitive to track all the protected servers’ ICMP echo-request packets within a period, and only allow ICMP echo-reply packets that have been queried by protected servers to enter the protected network.

TCP Protocol. For TCP-based DDoS attacks, we have already discussed typical defenses with POSEIDON primitives for SYN flood attacks and Elephant Flow attacks in §IV-B. For SYN-ACK flooding attacks and ACK flooding attacks, we can use the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Traffic Trace</th>
<th>Average Flow Length</th>
<th>Average Packet Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>ToISP Traffic²</td>
<td>75.1 packets/flow</td>
<td>564B/packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>ToIXP Traffic ²</td>
<td>165.7 packets/flow</td>
<td>1253B/packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Enterprise Traffic</td>
<td>9.5 packets/flow</td>
<td>622B/packet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Replayed workload traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Traffic Trace</th>
<th>Average Flow Length</th>
<th>Average Packet Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>ToISP Traffic²</td>
<td>75.1 packets/flow</td>
<td>564B/packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>ToIXP Traffic ²</td>
<td>165.7 packets/flow</td>
<td>1253B/packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Enterprise Traffic</td>
<td>9.5 packets/flow</td>
<td>622B/packet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: State-of-the-art DDoS attacks and their corresponding defense mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>DDoS attack</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>ICMP Flood</td>
<td>The victim servers are flooded with fabricated ICMP echo-request packets from a wide range of IP addresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smart Attack</td>
<td>A large number of fake ICMP echo-request packets with the victim servers’ IP address are broadcast to a large network using an IP broadcast address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>SYN Flood</td>
<td>The victim servers are bombarded with fabricated SYN requests containing fake source IP addresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SYN-ACK Flood</td>
<td>The victim servers are flooded with a large number of fake SYN-ACK packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK</td>
<td>ACK Flood</td>
<td>The victim servers are flooded with fabricated ACK packets from a wide range of IP addresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIN/RST</td>
<td>FIN/RST Flood</td>
<td>The victim servers are bombarded with fake RST or FIN packets that do not belong to any of active connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>Elephant Flow</td>
<td>The attacker generates elephant flows to overwhelm the bandwidth of the victim servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>UDP Flood</td>
<td>The victim servers receive a large rate of fake UDP packets from a wide range of IP addresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>DNS Flood</td>
<td>The victim DNS servers are bombarded with a flood of requests from a wide range of IP addresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSDP</td>
<td>SSDP DDoS Attack</td>
<td>The attacker spoofs discovery packets with the victim servers’ IP address to each plug-and-play device, to request for as much data as possible by setting certain flags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUIC</td>
<td>QUIC Reflection Attack</td>
<td>By spoofing the victim’s IP address and sending a 'hello' message to QUIC servers, the attacker tricks the servers into sending large amounts of unwanted data to the victim servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTP</td>
<td>NTP Amplification Attack</td>
<td>The attacker sends numerous NTP requests providing the victim servers’ IP address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>Memcached DDoS Attack</td>
<td>The attacker spoofs requests to a vulnerable UDP memcached server, which then floods a targeted victims with large amount of traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>HTTP Flood</td>
<td>The attacker generates large numbers of HTTP requests and sends them to the victim servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SlowLoris</td>
<td>SlowLoris Attack</td>
<td>The victim servers are bombarded with too many open connections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V: Lines of code to implement different defense intents in POSEIDON, P4, and C/C++ (using DPDK).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>POSEIDON</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>DPDK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SYN flood</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>935 M</td>
<td>1070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DNS amplification</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>255  M</td>
<td>898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HTTP flood</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>354  M</td>
<td>1184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SlowLoris</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>513   M</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>UDP flood</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>376   M</td>
<td>911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Elephant flow</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>373   M</td>
<td>903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

count primitive to track whether the SYN-ACK packets or ACK packets have been generated by protected servers within a period, and only allow legitimate packets to enter the protected network. For FIN/RST flood attacks, we can first use the count primitive to track the connections between the protected servers and the external network, and only allow FIN or RST packets in the active connections. Furthermore, for these remaining FIN or ACK packets, we use the count primitive again to count the number of FIN/RST packets in each connection and use the rlim primitive for rate limiting.

UDP Protocol. UDP-based DDoS attacks (especially UDP-based amplification attacks) are one of the most popular DDoS attacks today [64]. We have already discussed the corresponding defenses with POSEIDON primitives for UDP flood attacks and DNS amplification attacks in §IV-B. For DNS flood attacks, we can use a similar approach as UDP flood attacks, rate-limiting the DNS request packets from the same address or subnet. For the other four UDP-based amplification attacks (SSDP DDoS attacks, QUIC Reflection attacks, NTP amplification attacks, and Memcached DDoS attacks), we can use a similar defense as in DNS amplification attacks, filtering replies that are not triggered by the victim servers.

HTTP Protocol. We have already discussed the corresponding defense solutions in POSEIDON for HTTP flood attacks and SlowLoris attacks in detail in §IV-B.

From the discussions on each categorization above, we can see that although the attacks require different defense solutions, almost all these DDoS defenses require monitoring primitives to identify the malicious packet groups, as well as a reusable set of defense actions for packet processing. Regarding this point, our monitor primitives provide a useful abstraction to aggregate certain packets and collect statistics, and our action primitives offer a powerful packet processing abstraction for DDoS defenses. From TABLE IV, we can also see the current set of primitives are expressive enough to cover a wide range of state-of-the-art DDoS defense mechanisms.

We have provided six policy examples in §IV-B to demon-
strate the expressiveness of our POSEIDON policy language. We further summarize the number of lines of code in POSEIDON, in P4, and in C/C++ when implementing these six policy examples, as shown in TABLE V. From this table, we can see that POSEIDON allows concise specifications of the defense policies, without having to burden network operators with the task of writing low-level code. Moreover, POSEIDON also shields the complexities of the underlying hardware. Policies #1, #2, #4, #5, and #6 can be fully implemented in the switches, whereas #3 requires the assistance of the servers. But a programmer does not have to be aware of the implementation details. In particular, programming in P4 is akin to “assembly-level” programming and usually requires hand optimizations. We have also included sample code in P4 for implementing policy #1 in Appendix B as a concrete example.

C. Policy Placement Mechanism

To demonstrate the efficiency of POSEIDON policy placement mechanism, we compare it with a strawman solution, which simply places the programs using their policy IDs, the smallest ID first. We assume that attackers launch three attacks simultaneously, 10 Mpps SYN flood, 20 Mpps DNS amplification and 15Mpps HTTP flood. The corresponding resource utilization for each primitive could be obtained from TABLE II. We assume that a switch has 12 stages, each with 5Mb register array and 4 stateful actions; these constraints are much more strict than most Barefoot Tofino switches. We use the rate of packets arriving at servers as the metric to evaluate the effectiveness of our policy placement mechanism.

As we can see from Fig. 10, the more switches there are, the more traffic is filtered at the switch and the fewer packets are sent to the servers. Comparing with the strawman placement mechanism, the placement of POSEIDON can mitigate larger attacks with the same number of switches. Note that the curves for both approaches would finally converge to the same points. This is because when there are enough programmable switches, all primitives that can run on the switches have been offloaded; the rest of the primitives need to run on the servers, and this leads to a constant number of packets to be sent to the servers for processing. In our scenario, it is impossible for attackers to launch tens of DDoS attacks simultaneously. As a result, our ILP problem has a relatively small size, and it can be solved within seconds. This also indicates that our system is able to orchestrate the defense resources in a pretty fast manner, which can accommodate to policy changes quickly.

D. Dynamic DDoS Attacks

To evaluate the effectiveness of runtime state replication against attack dynamics, we mix normal workload traces with attack traces and replay them from the packet generator. At runtime, we change the attack from #1 to #2, and adapt the defense policy accordingly. As we can see in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, POSEIDON ensures that legitimate traffic goes through the scrubbing center normally without broken connections, even without packet loss. In contrast, without runtime state replication, connections will be broken and packets will be dropped, since no state can be found on the servers. This would interrupt the legitimate flows and lead to significant performance degradation. In addition, from the trends of the three traces, we can conclude that the more elephant flows the trace contains, the worse the flow interruption and packet loss will be.

To evaluate the overhead of runtime state replication, we replay three attack traffic traces at an increased rate. As shown in Fig. 13, the ratio between control message traffic and workload traffic is constant even when the attack traffic is multiplied. This is because POSEIDON only replicates runtime states for legitimate traffic. In this figure, the control message ratio for Enterprise traffic is a bit higher than other two traces. This is because the Enterprise trace contains a large number of mouse flows (about 9 packets per flow), and for each flow, we have to generate a state replication packet. Even in this case, the overhead is still very low (less than 4%), which indicates that our runtime management scheme incurs negligible overheads.

E. Overall Effectiveness

To demonstrate the effectiveness of POSEIDON during attacks, we measure the bandwidth of legitimate TCP flows under the six types of DDoS attacks, and count the number of sent/received packets at the traffic generator. We use a simple time series anomaly detection tool nfdump for the coarse-grained detection; the detection results would further trigger the loading of different defense policies, and the allocation of switch resources. Fig. 14 shows the defense effect for legitimate TCP flows during the UDP flood attack. The defense effect for the other types of DDoS attacks is similar, since most attack traffic is filtered by POSEIDON before it reaches the traffic generator. As we can see from the figure, POSEIDON can respond to the attack rapidly and restore the throughput against attack dynamics, we mix normal workload traces with attack traces and replay them from the packet generator. At runtime, we change the attack from #1 to #2, and adapt the defense policy accordingly. As we can see in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, POSEIDON ensures that legitimate traffic goes through the scrubbing center normally without broken connections, even without packet loss. In contrast, without runtime state replication, connections will be broken and packets will be dropped, since no state can be found on the servers. This would interrupt the legitimate flows and lead to significant performance degradation. In addition, from the trends of the three traces, we can conclude that the more elephant flows the trace contains, the worse the flow interruption and packet loss will be.

To evaluate the overhead of runtime state replication, we replay three attack traffic traces at an increased rate. As shown in Fig. 13, the ratio between control message traffic and workload traffic is constant even when the attack traffic is multiplied. This is because POSEIDON only replicates runtime states for legitimate traffic. In this figure, the control message ratio for Enterprise traffic is a bit higher than other two traces. This is because the Enterprise trace contains a large number of mouse flows (about 9 packets per flow), and for each flow, we have to generate a state replication packet. Even in this case, the overhead is still very low (less than 4%), which indicates that our runtime management scheme incurs negligible overheads.

To evaluate the overhead of runtime state replication, we replay three attack traffic traces at an increased rate. As shown in Fig. 13, the ratio between control message traffic and workload traffic is constant even when the attack traffic is multiplied. This is because POSEIDON only replicates runtime states for legitimate traffic. In this figure, the control message ratio for Enterprise traffic is a bit higher than other two traces. This is because the Enterprise trace contains a large number of mouse flows (about 9 packets per flow), and for each flow, we have to generate a state replication packet. Even in this case, the overhead is still very low (less than 4%), which indicates that our runtime management scheme incurs negligible overheads.
most types of attacks, POSEIDON reduces packet processing latency in scrubbing centers by two orders of magnitude compared with the middlebox and the NFV system. In particular, POSEIDON processes packets within hundreds of nanoseconds while the middlebox or the NFV system requires tens of microseconds. This demonstrates a significant performance improvement, which is crucial for the requirements of latency-sensitive services in today's datacenters. For HTTP flood, we use puzzle, which can only be implemented on the servers; so the latency benefit of POSEIDON is not as obvious and latency results are comparable. Since we do not have access to terabit-level traffic generators at this moment, we are not able to evaluate the throughput of our prototype using extreme pressure tests. However, in principle, POSEIDON can defend against ~Tbps attack traffic with a small number of devices (including programmable switches and commodity servers). This is because a compiled P4 program on a programmable switch is guaranteed to run at terabit line rate; otherwise it would already be rejected by the compiler at the compilation stage [10], [78]. For terabit DDoS attacks, the other two approaches would require an extremely large number of devices. In contrast, POSEIDON can achieve this with much lower device count and much lower cost.

To show the cost reduction of POSEIDON compared with the other two solutions, TABLE I serves as a good starting point. As we can see, programmable switches can reduce the equipment cost by nearly two orders of magnitude, and reduce the power consumption by nearly three orders of magnitude. Although POSEIDON requires a small number of servers to assist programmable switches, the order of magnitude will not change drastically. Similar results also been obtained by a recent project that evaluates the power consumption of in-network computing [78], which shows that switching ASICs can reduce power consumption by 1000x compared with commodity CPU.

**IX. Discussion**

**Security of POSEIDON.** POSEIDON shares a similar two-layer architecture as classic SDN, a control layer and an infrastructure layer. However, it is resiliant to attack vectors in classic SDNs that target the control channel [71], [33], [91], [12], because it does not adopt the reactive event processing paradigm in OpenFlow-based SDN. However, there are still several potential vulnerabilities. First, attackers may use spoofed traffic to mislead monitor modules to invoke the wrong action modules, or overwhelm the stateful memory in switching ASICs (e.g., hash table in count and agg primitives). This may further lead to statistical inaccurate and unexpected hash collisions. Actually, spoofed IP traffic is a challenge that is not specific to POSEIDON; it also affects a number of other switch-based systems as listed in §X. We observe that a recent research effort, NetHCF [6], [44], tries to filter spoofed IP traffic with programmable switches, which can be a good starting point to prevent statistic pollution and reduce unnecessary false positive. It should be easy to integrate such mechanisms into POSEIDON. Without spoofed traffic, the monitor modules in POSEIDON (5~10 MB SRAM per stage in the latest programmable switch) can guarantee a very low false positive (e.g., less than 1%) for a few million buckets. This could potentially accommodate millions of IPs and billions of packets per second. This has also been validated by several other recent research projects [49], [86], which have developed various sketches with programmable switches to
conduct network monitoring under terabit traffic. In addition, we can also leverage external DRAM in servers to alleviate the memory pressure [42] in programmable switches. This would make much more memory available for sketches and achieve much lower hash collision rates (or false positives).

Second, attackers may change the attack composition dynamically within seconds so that POSEIDON cannot respond in a timely manner. A potential solution is to further optimize the performance of our orchestration component using more powerful servers, and to leverage more advanced heuristics to solve the ILP problem. In addition, we can also use the switch-only primitives for long-lived attacks, and only involve the servers for short-lived attacks. In this way, defenses against short-lived attacks will not need to recompile the switch programs, avoiding the need to trigger frequent policy changes. We leave the detailed exploration of these security problems to our future work.

**Extensibility of POSEIDON.** POSEIDON has a set of modular primitives for monitoring, analysis, and attack response. Operators could easily develop more defense primitives in this framework. To integrate a new defense primitive into the existing defense library, operators should define the new primitive, analyze its implementation with respect to switching ASICs constraints, calculate its resource usage, and extend the defense library with this new primitive. Then, the new primitive could be loaded into our POSEIDON framework and used with other primitives. Note that although POSEIDON cannot handle zero-day DDoS attacks directly, the programmability and modularity properties of POSEIDON would accelerate the deployment of new defense mechanisms significantly. This benefit cannot be achieved with traditional proprietary middleboxes, even NFV-based defense systems.

**Automation of POSEIDON.** Current POSEIDON requires some human intervention for writing the defense policies. This can be further automated if there are no zero-day DDoS attacks. Operators can set a defense policy for each DDoS attack beforehand, and POSEIDON would load the corresponding policies when DDoS attacks are detected. Nevertheless, for zero-day DDoS attacks, human intervention is unavoidable. Operators need to analyze the characteristics of the new DDoS attacks, and may potentially need to extend the POSEIDON primitives with more defense strategies.

**X. RELATED WORK**

There is a long body of works on DDoS attacks and defenses, for which comprehensive surveys exist [90], [52]. Here, we briefly discuss the other most related topics.

**SDN/NFV-based DDoS Defense.** Some works have been devoted to defending against DDoS attacks with SDN/NFV from various perspectives. Bohatei [22] leverages NFV and SDN to achieve flexible and elastic DDoS defense. Xu et al. [85] propose an adaptive approach using limited switch TCAM to balance the coverage and granularity of DDoS detection. Afek et al. [1] propose to filter the spoofing traffic with OpenFlow switches. By contrast, POSEIDON proposes a cost-efficient and agile DDoS defense framework that leverages the new opportunities provided by programmable switches.

**Programmable Switches.** Researchers have looked at accelerating various applications in networking and distributed systems using programmable switches. Examples include layer-4 load balancing [51], [58], network resource allocation mechanisms [69], key-value stores [35], [48], coordination services [34], [46], [47], fair queuing [70], fast connectivity recovery [32], network monitoring and measurement tasks [73], [55], [74], [75], [30], [87]. These applications achieve far better performance with lower costs than their software counterparts that run on commodity servers. POSEIDON is inspired by these works, but focuses on a different problem, DDoS defense, and provides a systematic approach to integrating programmable switches into the current DDoS defense framework.

**Policy Languages.** There are many domain-specific languages in networking and security communities which aim to simplify policy expression, such as Chimera [8], NetCore/NetKAT [2], [65], [4], [25], [24]. PSI [89]. Although our key idea of software-defined programmable security is not tied to any specific language, to hide underlying hardware complexity and reduce operator burden, we extend POSEIDON policy language based on Pyretic NetCore [53], and provide a high-level abstraction tailored for DDoS defenses.

**XI. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we highlight the challenges for today’s DDoS defense and identify new opportunities that programmable switches bring for mitigating volumetric DDoS attacks. We introduce POSEIDON, a performant, cost-efficient and agile DDoS defense system, which addresses the key limitations in today’s DDoS defense. The POSEIDON language provides a simple, modular DDoS policy abstraction that can support a range of policies, shielding the low-level hardware complexity. The POSEIDON orchestration component provides an optimized, efficient resource orchestration mechanism to map the high-level policy primitives to the underlying hardware resources. The POSEIDON runtime manager provides a transparent, effective scheme to adapt to the attack dynamics while achieving resource utilization efficiency and guaranteeing correctness for legitimate flows. Our implementation and evaluation demonstrate that POSEIDON is highly effective in attack mitigation, and only incurs negligible overheads. These results show that POSEIDON is an effective system for mitigating modern advanced DDoS attacks.
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Here are several extra defense examples in POSEIDON language.

**SlowLoris attack.** In SlowLoris attacks, TCP sessions are established between the bots and the victim server. After a session has been established, the bot does not respond with ACK packets, so this keeps the session open until timeout. Empty sessions occupy CPU and RAM resources, so the victim servers do not have enough resources to accept new requests. To mitigate this attack, a potential defense the operators could use is to count the number of bytes sent by each source IP and the number of TCP sessions established by each source IP (line 1, line 2). During the previous period, if the average number of bytes per connection is smaller than a threshold (T), then we can rate-limit the session establishment rate for this source IP (line 4, line 5, line 6). Otherwise, we allow its packets to pass (line 7, line 8).

**UDP flood.** For UDP flood attacks, we track the number of UDP packets for each source IP every 5 seconds (line 1). During the previous period, if a source IP sends an anomalously high number of UDP packets, we mark it as attacks and rate-limit this source IP (line 3, line 4). Otherwise, we allow its packets to pass (line 5, line 6).

Elephant flow. To detect very large flows from some source IP addresses, we can first count the number of bytes each flow sends every 5 seconds (line 1, line 2). During the previous period, if the total bytes for a flow exceeds a threshold, we rate-limit this flow (line 4—6). Otherwise, we allow its packet to pass (line 7, line 8).

B. The P4 implementation of a sample POSEIDON policy

Here we include the P4 implementation for one sample POSEIDON policy, SYN flood defense, as shown in Fig. 4. The P4 snippet is simplified for clarity of presentation.
actions {
  update_syn_count;
  _nop;
}

action update_syn_count() {
  index_calculate(meta.syn_count_index, ipv4.srcAddr);
  syn_count_cm_sketch_add(meta.syn_count_index, 1);
}

// Definitions of other tables and actions are skipped

// Control flow declaration */
control ingress {
  // Monitoring period
  apply(syn_count_update_table);
  apply(ack_count_update_table);
  apply(syn_count_read_table);
  apply(ack_count_read_table);
  // Packet processing period
  if (meta.ack_count_value == 0) {
    apply(drop_table);
  } else if (meta.syn_count_value == meta.ack_count_value){
    apply(forward_table);
  } else {
    apply(syn_proxy_table);
  }
}

// We ignore some details in the ingress control and the definition of egress control